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MISSION
Energize parents globally to
face the challenge of
Autism through
Humility,
Respect
and
Boldness of knowledge
Entity created for parents,
from parents, by parents

• We are faced with challenge of rising incidence of autism
with the lack of universally applicable credible treatment.
Coupled with this, autism research exhibits analytical
threads, but patterns remain fragmented. This keeps
millions of parents facing every passing day with an
anxious question: ‘What is the plight of MY child after me’
Various theories proclaim the enormous complexity of
these cognitive and behavioural problems. Though there
are many ‘Good enough’ findings in this messiness, search
for the ‘Perfect’ becomes the enemy of ‘Good’.
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• UCOPE is a Novel endeavour FROM families
who have achieved cognitive coherence through
DOAST ‘Good enough’ therapeutic modality.
Their intention is to utilise the obtained
cognitive coherence and achieve further
academic and vocational benefits.
BY themselves these enlightened families have
formed a core group to create a ONE STOP
ROOF to provide succour to families suffering
throughout the globe.
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• The ONE STOP/ FACILITY/TOWNSHIP is a value
added therapeutic facility for the present cohort of
children and would serve as a nucleus FOR
diagnosing and managing any such afflicted child
into a semi- independent individual by 18 years of
age.
The UCOPE mission begins with this concept. In the
larger goal, UCOPE aims at creating
ACADEMIC/VOCATIONAL avenues these children
as they turn into ADULTs and make it into
mainstream success.
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OUR SOCIETY/OUR CITY dreamt
by UCOPE is an ENTITY which
will take care of a child with Autism
in TOTALITY for life.

By creation of this ‘UCOPE’ PARENT
MISSION we convert ‘Family confined
responsibility’ to ‘Collective Parental
Responsibility’. Thereby we lessen the
anxiety of the parents by converting the
statement ‘MY Child’ into ‘OUR Children’
in this ONE STOP ROOF.

